DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
The remarkable thing about the Hungarians is that, although
the Magyar blood has thinned down to vanishing point and they
have not in recent centuries been able to indulge their 'proverbial
predilection' by means of conquest, as those ancient warriors did,
they have been able repeatedly to maintain their privileged place
among the Danubian peoples by the astute exploitation of
favourable circumstances.
In 1867, for instance, they were able to exploit the defeat of
Austria by Prussia to obtain from the Emperor Francis Joseph,
who until then had consistently gainsaid their demands, and even
called in Russian help to suppress them by arms, a privileged
position within the Habsburg Empire, and became the Overlords
of Slovakia and Croatia. Those cads the Gzeclfe had even offered
to help the Austrians against the Prussians and been rudely re*
buffed with the words, 'This is a war of Germans against Germans',
The Hungarians sent a corps of volunteers to help Prussia. The
Czechs had a foretaste, in 1867, of the bitter dose they were to be
made to swallow in 1938. 'Those nationalities which support the
Government suffer and those that oppose it prosper*, wrote Count
Ltitzow then. He was right. The demands of the Czechs that the
ancient rights of their Bohemian Kingdom should be restored
were ignored. The Hungarians were made full partners in the
Austro-Hungarian Empire.
So In 1938. 'Those nations that support the League and
democracy and collective resistance to the threat of force suffer
and those that oppose it prosper/ Czechoslovakia was dis-
membered: Hungary profited.
Even in 1867 Hungary might not have come so well out of the
mix-up but for that uncannily astute exploitation of circumstances*
The lovelorn Francis Joseph might even then not have been won
over to make Hungary a full partner in the Habsburg concern but
for the passionate appeals, from Hungary, of his Empress Elisabeth
— who did not love him, and who had been won over by the hand-
some Count Andrdssy.
That is how Hungary looks to me when I contemplate our
Europe, and I shall watch with great interest to see if, once again,
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